OPEN GYM COMPETITION

Manager Porter of the Institute gym team announces the opening of a new competition for freshman managers for the gym team. The holding of the intercollegiate meets necessitates the services of several candidates, two of whom will be retained as sophomore assistant managers at the close of the gym season. All candidates are asked by Manager Porter to report to the gym Monday, Wednesday, or Friday at 5 o'clock.

MAY ADD BROWN TO LONG LIST OF WINNS

Cub Hubbard's Men Anxious to Bring Brown Down to Earth

A real game of basketball with plenty of twists and turns is on the cards when Beaverclashes with Bruin in the Walker gym at 5 o'clock Saturday night. Once this season Brown met and conquered the Institute bit, Cub Hubbard's 1st. is planning to repeat the result. Last week's steady work outs kept the injury list down and after last night's contest they should be ready to give the invaders all the competition they are looking for.

Brown vs. Babson Team

Brown is reported as being highly confidence in repeating her earlier victory and is sending up a veteran team which has made a very creditable record on the floor this season. The Brown captains, like Cub and the Engaged center, plays a definite position and directs his men from under his own leader, a fact which has made a stiff go in winning both will be ready to give the invaders all the competition they are looking for.

Boston, March 2

The Institute boxers composed of the same type of boxers other than the fact that the team is composed of the same type of boxers as those present all the action they want. No doubt but that this bout will give the Institute boxers a hard time convincing Al of the Institute defense are on their way to Yale for the first time in many years. The Institute defense are on their way to Yale for the first time in many years.

Baron Out to Beat Yale in Meet Saturday

The Institute boxers journey down to Yale for the first time in many years. The Institute boxers journey down to Yale for the first time in many years. The Institute boxers journey down to Yale for the first time in many years.

Sports Calendar

13-Gym, Friday, 5 p.m., Walker gym.
14-Hockey, Boston College, Boston gym.
15-Market Hill, Boston gym.
16-Basketball, Beaver, Walker gym.
17-Basketball, Beaver, Boston gym.
18-Wrestling, Princeton, Walker gym.
19-Soccer, B.B.C., Harvard.
20-Boxing, B.B.C., Harvard.
21-Wrestling, Harvard.
24-Boxing, B.B.C., Harvard.
26-Wrestling, Harvard.
27-Boxing, Harvard.
28-Basketball, Boston gym.
29-Wrestling, Harvard.
30-Boxing, Harvard.

To Let

Two large double rooms, also one single room, fitted out for students. Instantaneous hot water, electric lights, telephone service. Very sunny, attractive rooms. 225 Newbury St., Fenway.

TELEPHONE S. 8, 3464-W

The Secret of Leadership

STATISTICS show that as a college-trained man your chances of business success are three to another man's one. The only question is how long will it take to reach the point of success. In addition to your undergraduate work, which should serve as solid foundation, it will be well to consider the advisability of special training which will cut off years of apprenticeship in the business world.

The Babson Institute offers an intensive training course of one or two years — which teaches the fundamental principles of business and how to apply them in the conduct of commercial affairs. By a proprietary method the student is shown and taught the principles of Executive Management which have built many of America's leading concerns. Babson Institute is conducted for the purpose of aiding young men, who are to occupy positions of responsibility and trust to fill such positions ably and with credit to themselves.

Write for Booklet

If you are seriously preparing for leadership send for the Babson Institute booklet which will help you to evaluate yourself and your own career. Just write:

Babson Institute
Department 460
Wellesley Hills, Mass.